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Traditionally, People's Republic of China has been
the largest exporter of canned food to Hong Kong. However,
her market share in the canned food market has been decreasing
gradually in recent years. There are many reasons account-
ing for this phenomenon Obviously, the introduction of more
brands and more varieties by other countries is itself a
challenge to the existing canned food market. Accompanying
their entry into the market, they are usually more vigorous
in their promotion activities, and in terms of quality, they
also pose themselves as a more high end product, shaking
away themselves from the traditional image that canned food
has nothing to do with quality meal.
On the other hand, canned food imported from PRC find
themselves in a less advantageous position. As one of the
oldest trading establishment in Hong Kong, Chinese brands
are not without their own competitive strength. However,
they also inherit weaknesses from their early trading
arrangements between China National Cereals, Oil, and
Foodstuff Import and Export Corporation and its various
established wholesalers. Furthermore, ever since the intro-
duction of canned food to Hong Kong, the sales and marketing
of the product are very much a reflection of PRC's outlook
on export trade, which unfortunately is not highly oriented
towards consumers.
In a dynamic and forever changing consumer market,
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consumer needs never remain static. However, many Chinese
brand canned food remain the same in package, quality, image,
and varieties for over fifteen years. One of the examples
is Ma Ling Luncheon Meat, which we will discuss later in our
research.
Now that PRC is heading for economic development
and therefore.strengthening export trade and identifying
overseas market potentials are some of the important
aspects that worths serious consideration by the PRC
authorities concerned. However, the issue of PRC export is
a very complicated matter. Thus, our research is limited
to the study of luncheon meat and chopped ham and analysis
of its marketing problems and opportunities in Hong Kong.
It is hoped that the research can shed light on the
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For the past fifteen years, China has been the
major exporter of canned food to Hong Kong. Canned food
from China usually occupies over 90% of the Hong Kong
market. The reason for its sucess is mainly due to the
relatviely low price of Chinese products. However,
during the past five years, the price of Chinese
products has increased significantly due to the change
of the exchange rate (where H.K. dollar has devalued
against Renminbi) and increase of export price by the
manufacturers. Therefore, in terms of price, some of the
Chinese products are not as competitive as before.
At present, there are over a thousand canned
food products imported into Hong Kong, which include
hundreds of canned meat. China is the largest exporter
of canned meat to Hong Kong, the second and third
importer are Denmark and U.S.A. respectively. In 1982,
around ninety percent of the market for canned food imported
to H.K. was from PRC. Denmark and U.S.A. shared only 2.5
percent and 1.5 percent of the market respectively.
On the other hand, there are a lot of overseas new
comers who want to enter the processed food market, some
of them did lose the battle, but some of the brands did
very well and gained a large part of the pie. These
2trading companies even have their own well established
retail chain outlets. In contrast, traditional Chinese
canned food exporters are more friendship oriented rather
than performance oriented. In this regard, they seldom
change their representative wholesalers in Hong Kong. In
general, these wholesalers usually are small to medium
size trading companies. Many of the senior executives of
these companies lack sophisticated marketing training.
They were promoted for their experience and seniority in
the industry. They have little knowledge of marketing
concepts. Having small size and limited financial
resources, they also have limited bargaining power in
influencing the retailers, especially the retail chains,
to promote their product.
Another fundamental problem for the Chinese
canned food is the poor package and great damage which
occurs during transportation. Due to the low technolo-
gical skill and low sensitivities to the development of
package, some of the Chinese canned food products have
not changed their package for over fifteen years. It is
basically because of China's traditional concept which
has little place for marketing and consumer-oriented
product design. In contrast with most of the Western
brands that print the label on the can surface, Chinese
brands usually have the label printed on a paper
wrapper. In general, the printed paper wrap is
not sharp and attractive. In addition, the paper wrapper
can be easily damaged, and consequently greatly down-
grade the image of the product.
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Furthermore, due to ineffective transportation
facilities and containers, quite a number of the product
is damaged during shipment. This causes very serious
loss. As reported by the China authority, ten billion
RMB was lost for the inefficient package and insuffi-
cient transportation facilities. Consequently, many
slightly damaged Chinese canned food products are shown
in the supermarket. This gives a very bad impression to
the customers-and as such some people consider Chinese
canned food products as inferior to the western canned
food products.
The final problem arises from the impact of
parallel goods on the Hong Kong market. Parallel goods
are items exported through unofficial channels without
documentation. In some cases, Hong Kong companies invest
in China but they can only receive Renminbi as return of
their investment. As a result, some of these merchants
may purchase canned food with their Renminbi in hand.
In order to get back their money quickly, they usually
sell these canned food in Hong Kong at a relatively low
price. On many occasions, Chinese canned food is no
longer distributed to Hong Kong by the established
channel, (i.e. from authorized wholesaler to distributor
and finally to retailer) but through many informal
distribution channel (through export companies in Shum-
chun or directly from the manufacturers) at a much lower
price. In this way, the traditional centralised wholesa-
ling system is facing great challenges. And the
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successful brands usually worked very agressively in
marketing and promotion compared with the Chinese
brands. The trend indicates that the Chinese brands will
gradually lose their dominant market share if nothing is
done to arrest the unfavorable situation.
The purpose of our study is to explore the problems
and opportunities which Chinese products are facing. We
have chosen canned food as an illustration. We hope, by
this study, that we can come out with a marketing mix
that is helpful to the marketing of Chinese product in
Hong Kong.
Statement of the Problem
One of the problems that face the canned
food industry in Hong Kong is that the product has reached
market maturity stage as such sales are not expected to
increase significantly in the future. Besides, the popu-
lation of Hong Kong is not expected to expand much in
the coming years. Furthermore, as the living standard of
Hong Kong people has improved in recent years, people
tend to prefer fresh meat which is relatively more expensive
and tasty. They also expect goods of higher quality and
better package.
Some of the Chinese canned food has encountered
fierce competition from foreign brands. The successful
overseas brands usually employ more marketing oriented
companies as their agenies. The practice of many of these
trading companies is to launch more vigorous
promotion programmes for their products. Some of these
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distribution net and channels that have been building up
over the past 30 years is somehow distorted.
On the other hand, the authorized wholesalers are
not willing to put effort and money t.o advertising
and promotion program, for this may benefit the informal
distributors who import parallel goods.
Specific Objective of the Study
As indicated from the above informations, the
leading position of Chinese canned food will be threa-
tened by foreign canned food if the unfavorable situatior
continues. Therefore, we feel that it is necessary to
conduct an indepth study to find out the existing
marketing situation and problems facing Chinese canned
food. We hope that by analysing the present situation
and practice, we can find out solutions for the above
problem and pursue opportunities for the Chinese canned
food.
In conclusion, the objectives of this research
are as follows:
1. To identify the marketing problems and opportunities
of Chinese canned food in Hong Kong- with emphasis
on luncheon meat and chopped ham meat.
2. To gather information about the buying behaviour of
canned meat purchaser.
3. To explore the functional relationship between Ng
Fung Hong- the sole agent of the China National Cereals,
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Oils and Foodstuffs Imports/Exports Corporation, whole-
salers, distributors and retailers in this industry.
4. To offer suggestions to the parties concerned on
penetrating the local market.
As there are hundreds of canned food products in
the market, we will focus our study on luncheon meat and
chopped ham meat. The reasons for choosing luncheon meat
and chopped ham meat are that they are very representative
canned food. Everybody knows about it. Secondly, they are
very similar products and they occupy the highest share
of the canned food market. Finally, they can be cooked
in many forms, and therefore can be promoted in many ways.
They also have the highest potential for further growth.
Organization of the Study
Our research objective is to identify the marke-
ting problems and opportunities of canned luncheon/chopped
ham meat in Hong Kong. In this connection, we have
conducted two surveys to collect informations that may
help us to understand the present market situations. One
of the survey is customer research, and the other is
distribution channel survey. The research method will be
further discussed in chapter II.
In chapter III, we will present analysis of the
findings of the two surveys. In chapter IV, we will
identify the existing marketing problems and opportuni-
ties of Chinese canned food in Hong Kong. Recommendations
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and suggestions of marketing strategies to Ng Fung Hong and
one of the authorized wholesaler- Yuen Tai Trading




Our research objective is to identify the marketing
problems and opportunities of chopped ham/luncheon meat
in H.K. Thus a comprehensive understanding on its distri-
bution channel, marketing mix, the product itself and
consumers is of vital importance in ascertaining the
situation. We have conducted two surveys to collect
information that may help us to understand the existing
situation of the Chinese brands of the products concerned.
One is the consumer survey, and the other is distribution
survey. For the distribution survey, we have conducted
several-indepth personal interviews with Ng Fung Hong
（ 五 豐 行 ） the sole agent of China National Cereals,
Oil and Foodstuff Import and Export Corporation, PRC, whole-
salers, distributors and retailers.
Research Objectives
The objectives of these interviews included the
following:
(1) To find out how trade policies of PRC have affected the
marketing and sales activities of the product in Hong Kong.
(2) To explore the functional relationship between Ng Fung
Hong,wholesalers, disrtributors and retailers.
(3) To establish facts about the marketing and selling aspects
of the product under study.
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(4) To find out from representatives of these organizationE
their opinion on the market prospect of the product.
(5) To establish fact about consumers' consumption habits,
purchasing pattern ,preference and the factors influenc-
ing the purchase of luncheon meat/chopped ham.
(6) To acertain consumers' attitude towards the products.
(7) To acertain brand awareness on Chinese and western brands.
Research Method
For the distribution channel, the research method is
that of direct indepth personal interviews with representa-
tives from the following organizations:
Sole agent
Ng Fung Hong （ 五 豐 行 ）
wholesalers
（ 遠 大 貿 易 公 司 ）Yuen Tai Trading Company
（ 立 新 貿 易 公 司 ）
Lap Sun Trading Company
Tai Fat Hong
（ 大 發 行 ）
（ 慎 昌 有 限 公 司 ）
Sims Trading Company Ltd.
Distributors
Tai Shun Food and Brewery Co. Ltd. （ 達 信 酒 業 食 品 ）





As far as consumers are concerned, questionnaires
were prepared to obtain the necessary information..- The
advantage of using predetermined questions was that the
required information can be obtained in an orderly and
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systematic manner. Furthermore the exact wording of the
questionnaires can be carefully worked out in advance to
reduce the possibilities of misunderstanding and
misinterpretation. The questions composed of both close and
open-ended questions to facilitate coding of information
and also allow some flexibility in the answers given by the
interviewees. Before the questions was put into final
use, a pilot test for the consumers was carried out. The
sample was ten percent of the actual sample size for the
survey.
Sampling Design
For the consumer survey, the sample consists of both
male and female who are over eighteen years old and are
purchasers of luncheon /chopped ham meat. The reason for
only interviewing the product purchasers was that we wanted
to collect information about consumers' canned meat buying
behavior.
We also included both male and female in our survey.
However, considering that a higher percentage of female than
male are doing food shopping in supermarkets and market
places, we limited the size of male respondents to twenty
percent of the total sample size. Interviews were carried
out in residential locations of private housing,
government low cost housing estates. Within each area,
personal interviews were conducted on the streets by
selecting every tenth person who was over eighteen years old
and was a purchaser of canned luncheon and chopped ham.
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Data Collection and Analysis
Data were collected by personal interviews.
Different brand labels of luncheon meat and chopped ham were
presented to the. interviewees to make sure that there was
no misunderstanding or confusion about the brand in ques-
tion. This would facilitate the collection of correct
data. A total of 100 questionnaires were presented to
different consumers. Data collected from consumers were
computed and analysed. The data thus obtained were used
in identifying consumer behavior, problems and oppor-
tunities existing in the marketing of luncheon meat/chopped
ham that are made in PRC.
Limitation of the Study
The following limitation might limit the accuracy
of our findings:
(1) The research is conducted on a limited basis such as
money and time thus, the scope covered may not be
comprehensive enough.
(2) As the universe of canned luncheon/ chopped ham is
not known, it is difficult to decide an adequate sample
size for the research.
(3) Part of the information collected is about the
attitude and opinion of the interviewees. However,
people may interprete the same question differently, and
their opinion may vary in strength and magnitude.
(4) Sampling errors may come to play and influenced the
accuracy of the data collected. However, such errors can
be minimised by conducting interviews in over six major
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residential areas throughout Hong Kong
(5) The questions concerning income and age may not
be faithfully answered by the respondents.
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CHAPTER III
ANALYSIS OF RESEARCH FINDINGS
Using the research methodology discussed in
chapter two, we will present analysis of the surveys in
this chapter. They are analysis on consumer research
findings and analysis on distribution channel.
Analysis of Consumer Research Findings
A total of 100 consumers were interviewed between
February 11 and March 20, 1985. Details of the sample
are as mentioned in the sampling design in chapter two.
The results of the research findings can be
divided into three catagories:
1. Consumers' buying behaviour of luncheon meat and
chopped ham meat
a. Frequency of consumption
b. Brand favored and consumed
c. Brand loyalty
d. Shopping outlets
e. Decision factors on purchase of luncheon meat/
chopped ham meat.









Types of.canned food consumed within one month
among the 100 interviewees
canned mealquantity canned sour canned vegetable
0 9 31 31
1 29 28 41
2 32 15 19
3 15 12 5
4 7 6 3
5 6 5 1
6
2 3 0
Total 100 100 100
Nine percent of the consumers did not eat canned meat,
while 76 percent of the consumers consumed one to three
cans within a month.
Brand favored and consumed
Consumers are required to list their most favourite
brands in a descending order. Most favorite is defined
as the first choice in their shopping decision. Four
brands were mentioned by the consumer, they were Ma
Ling, Greatwall, Tulip and Plumrose. More than
70 percent of the consumers named Greatwall as their
most favourite chopped ham meat, while 30 percent of the
consumers named Ma Ling as their most favourite
luncheon meat. About five percent of the consumers
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named Tulip as their most favourite luncheon meat and
chopped ham meat.
Table 2
Brands that are most favoured by consumers
in their buying decision
brand percentage of responses by interviewees
luncheon meat copped_ham





Consumers' occuption and age shows little corelation
with consumption pattern. However, buyers of western
brands usually have higher family monthly income than
Chinese brands buyer. The former's income ranges from
$4000 to $22,000, while the latter ranges from $3,500
to $18,000. In addition, people living in mid-levels or
other luxurious residental areas tend to buy more
western brands.
Brands loyalty
A very high percentage (70-percent) of interviewees would
try different brands when introduced by friends,
or advertised on television, or when they saw a new
product with an attractive package on the shelves.
However, when they found out the taste of the new brand'
is not as good as the taste they were accustomed to,
they would shift back to the old brand.
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Sixty percent of the interviewees have been consistently
buying Greatwall Chopped Ham for the past three-years.
However, only twenty percent of the respondents did
the same for Ma Ling Luncheon Meat. Only three percent
of them have be'n buying Tulip consistently
Shopping outlets
Almost 99 percent of the consumers buy their canned
meat from supermarkets. The reason is that supermarkets
usually offer a variety of canned food and therefore
more choices. Very few people purchased from grocery
stores unless they are very close to purchasers'
residence. Welcome and Park'N shop constitute 45 percent
of the total number of supermarkets in Hong Kong,
therefore they are very important shopping outlets of
canned food.
Decision factors on purchase of luncheon/ chopped ham meat
The interviewees were asked to rate in degree of
importance against t-a number of factors that affect their
buying decision. A five point scale was used with
value 5 assigned very important and value 1 as
Very unimportant. The mean rating of each factor was
calculated. The higher the mean rating, the more
important the factor is in influencing brand selection.
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Table 3
Degree of importance of different decision factors







country of origin 1.0
Taste was the most important factor in influencing a
buyer in brand selection. Fifty percent of the respondents
said they eat Chinese canned food since they were young.
They felt that the taste of Chinese canned food is
better than that of foreign brands. Suprisingly,
although fourty percent of the interviewees consider quality
as an important factor(high percentage of meat content,
nice smell, good texture are considered important
contributes of good quality by consumers), they cannot tell
objectively whether Chinese canned food (Ma Ling and
Greatwall) or western canned food (Tulip and Plumrose)
has a better quality. Although Tulip and Plumrose do
have a fine texture, most consumers did not think
favorably of it. Only ten percent of the interviewees
valued it as good quality. About 60 percent of the
interviewees complained that the meat texture is too
fine to feel like actually eating pork. A few consumers
interviewed by us told us that they did not buy western
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luncheon meat/chopped ham because western brands may
consist of kangaroo meat and other animal meat other
than pork.
Price and brand image are rated as the third and fourth
important factor in influencing the brand selection.
Package is rated the fifth and country of origin had the
least influence.
Other influencing factors
Other factors which may influence the customers' buying
behaviour were also asked and analysed. We found out
that the major sources of external influence are family
members, friends, neighbour, advertisement and promotion.
Among the above sources of external influence,
housewives were mostly influenced by the opinion of
their family members, friends and neighbours. Working
women were mostly influenced by friends/colleques and
advertisement while male by promotion and advertising.
Brand Awareness
Almost 90 percent of consumers could recall
Ma Ling, while 80 precent could recall Tulip and
Great. Wall. Only 10 precent could recall Plumroee
without any hints.
Almost 60 percent of the interviewees could recall
the content of the advertisement of Tulip, while 35%
of the customers could recall the advertisement of
Greatwall. Only three percent mentioned that they
had seen the advertisement of Ma Ling and Plumrose,
but all of them could not remember the content of the
advertisement.
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Over 60, percent of the people tend to associate
Greatwall with chopped ham and Ma Ling with luncheon
meat although both products are represented by each brands.
Impression of Chinese Brands and Western Brands
Generally, most consumers could not discriminate
between Ma Ling and Greatwall in terms of taste,
quality, package and price. Similarly, over 80 percent of
the respondents could not distinguise between Tulip and
Plumrose in terms of their taste and meat quality.
However, they did have a different impression towards
Chinese brand and western brand, the result is shown
the following table.
Table 4
Consumers' impression on Western and Chinese brands
luncheon meat/chopped ham
decision impression of impression of
factors Chinese brands western brands
taste natural a little bit artificial
quality good good
cheap expensiveprice
package poor very good
availability every super- every super-
market market
Consumers were also asked to rate the decision









consumers' mean rating on the decision factors
of the brands they favored
decision factor Ma Ling Greatwall Tu1ir- P1umrosE
taste 4.4 4.9 4.24.3
4.3 4.6quality 4.84.8
4.8 4.3price 3.8 3.6
brand image 3.8 4.1 4.2 3.9
2.2 2.1package 3.4 3.3
availability 3.1 2.8 2.7 3.3
country of origin 1.3 1.2 2.1 2.2
The results shows that buyers looking for reasonable
price and Chinese taste canned meat would prefer Ma Ling
and Greatwall while those looking for good quality, fine
structure and good package would favor Tulip and
Plumrose.
Summary of Consumer Research Findings
Existing market situation
Both the consumer survey and the distribution channel
survey show that the present luncheon meat/chopped ham
market is dominated by two Chinese brand, namely Ma Ling
and Greatwall. They are considered by consumers as cheap
ans tasty, popular and worth buying.
On the other hand, the two popular western brands of
luncheon meat/chopped ham are Tulip and Plumrose. The
product feature of these two brands are very similar: they
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are of the same price range, similar package, similar
product sizes. However, Plumrose do have a unique feature,
Plumrose has different kinds of recipe printed on the can,
which helps the consumers to prepare different dishes with
luncheon meat/chopped ham.
Among the four brands mentioned above, Ma Ling is the
oldest brand in the market and is frequently associated
with luncheon meat. As most consumers have-been exposed
Ma Ling since childhood, they have built up confidence
in this brand and some even become the brand-royalers.
However, due to increasing competition from other brands
and changing consumers' buying behaviour, its sales volume
in luncheon meat is decreasing. More and more buyers of
luncheon meat are shifting to chopped ham as the price
difference is very small. Most of the share it loses goes
to Greatwall. Greatwall is the only brand that adver-
tised in the television. The advertising program of
Greatwall chopped ham, accompanying with the aforesaid
factors, contributes greatly to its relatively
advantageous position over Ma Ling luncheon meat.
Similarly, Plumrose has been introduced to Hong Kong for
a much longer time than Tulip. However, Tulip has
become the most popular western brand since 1982. According
to the representative of the sole agent of Tulip, its
increase in sales is mainly due to the successful adver-
tising and promotion programme which was firstly introduced
in 1982.
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General opinions towards Chinese brand
luncheon meat/chopped ham
Generally speaking, the two sueveys indicate that
Chinese brands are considered to be poorer in package
design, in advertising and promotion activities.
However, their main attractions are that they are
cheaper and have taste that suit Chinese people.
Although there are tens of luncheon/chopped ham meat
products, most of the market share is shared by the
two most popular brands, Ma Ling and Great Wall. The
reason is that the customers have more confidence to the
well-established brand, and have little interest in
trying other Chinese brands while their appearance/packag
is not attractive. But customers is more willing to try
a western brand luncheon/chopped ham meat as most of the
western brands has more attractice package which seems
to quarantee a certain quality standard. Therefore,
package is very important to induce the initial buying
of a certain brand.
Another comment of Chinese brands is that the Chinese
brands are usually placed on the lower shelves in super-
markets. And on many occasions, there are plently of
slightly damaged Chinese brand luncheon mest/chopped ham
placed on the shelf This gives a very bad impression
to the customers for it appears that Chinese brands have
a lower standard control system and have an inferior
image in comparision with the western brands.
Our results also show that the average family income of




The results from the consumer survey indicate that
taste, quality and price are the three leading fctors
that consumers will consider as the most important sele-
cting criteria. Taste is a very important influencing
factor. Many interviewees claimed that they did try
Western brands but found that Chinese brands have better
taste. Although price is rated as of medium importance,
most customers are willing to pay a higher price for a
product which belongs to a higher class, that is why
consumers shift to buy chopped ham in stead of luncheon
meat.
Family size is another factor that influence consumers'
buying behaviour. Consumers of bigger family size(four
members or above) tend to buy the larege size canned
food, while members of small size family( three members
or under) tend to buy the small size canned food.
Concerning the source of decision influence, influence
of friends or relatives and advertisement seem to have
signficant effects upon the purchase of luncheon meat
/chopped ham. Above 50 percent of consumers admitted that
advertisement from the television are powerful influen-
cing factor that induce them to try a certain new
product.
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Ananlysis of Distribution Network
To better understand the canned food market in
Hong Kong, the researchers conducted indepth interviews
with the representativesof Ng Fung Hong and authorized
wholesalers, distributors and retailers.
Established Distribution Network
Traditionally, all PRC canned products imported to
Hong Kong for local sales were marketed by an established
integrated sales network involving the aforesaid.
Sole agent
As the sole agent for China National Cereals, Oils and
Foodstuffs Import and Export Corporation, Ng Fung Hong
was established in Hong Kong for more than 20 years,
and was functionally responsible to the Corporation. It
served the following functions:
(1) It coordinates the sales activities between the
Corporation and the seven wholesalers during the period
when trade was rigidly controlled by the PRC central
government. Ng Fung Hong was viewed as an extension of
such policy with regard to canned food and other food
products in Hong Kong.
(2) It served as a watchdog for PRC to make sure that
the wholesalers did not conduct business that are
detrimental to the interest of the Corporation.
(3) It helped to bridge the gap betweeen local
wholesalers and the Corporation. Opinion and suggestions
were to be channelled to the Corporation through Ng Fung
Hong.
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(4) It held meetings with the wholesalers. Approval on
such decisions as pricing of canned products, and
promotion activities must be obtained from Ng Fung Hong
before the wholesalers can actuallly implement them.
(5) Despite its influence on the wholesalers, Ng Fung
Hong does not have actual legal or binding power over
them. It was a figure head of the Corporation in Hong
Kong, and it usually exercises its influence indirectly
through the Corporation. For example, if one of the
wholesalers conducted any business which is considered
as harmful to the interest of the Corporation, its
trading relationship might be suspended or be replaced
by other companies. However, no such incidents have
happened.
Wholesalers
There are a total of seven designated wholesalers for
PRC canned products. They are
Yuen Tai Trading Company
Lap Sun Trading Company
Tai Fat Hong
Wai Shun Trading Company Limited
Wah Lung Hong
Hardy Development Company H.K. (1981) Ltd.
These distributors are not designated officially.
However, due to long established trading relationship
with the Corporation, their trading priority in these
products arerespectedand protected, and would not
usually be replaced. In short, they served the following
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functions:
(1) During the period when export activities were very
much centrally controlled by PRC government, the
wholesalers served as an outlets for its canned food in
Hong Kong. As the Chinese manufacturers and even the
Corporation knew little about the local market, the
distributors helped a great deal in local sales.
(2) Sales contract are concluded two times a year at the
Canton Trade Fair.
(3) They served as a source of foreign exchange.
(4) They played a major part in distributing the
products to the distributors.
(5) The fact that their numbers are relatively small
makes it easier for Ng Fung Hong to liaise.
Distributors and retailers
Distributors and some big retailers have direct contact
with the wholesalers but usually not with the sole
agent-Ng Fung Hong. As reflected by many wholesalers and
retailers, the profit margin on PRC canned meat is
rather low, and much lower than those of western brands
such as Tulip or Plumrose. Furthermore, they
reflected that the number of damaged cans are more for
PRC brands than western brands, and should such cases
happened, they have no other choice but to throw it away
or to sell it at a lower price.
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Pricing
The Corporation sells to the wholesalers normally
at a fix price, i.e. with little room for negotiation.
Usually, based on past experience, these wholesalers
sell canned products to the distributors at an approxi-
mate eight percent mark up over cost (as in February
1985) as agreed upon by all the wholesalers and
approved by the Ng Fung Hong. Any price increases
must also obtain approval from the parties concerned.
However, it was not clear as to what constitute an
approval may it be a majority or unanimous consensus.
This was not disclosed by the representatives. However,
there is little doubt that the wholesalers acted as
cartel in price setting.
Promotior.
The manufacturers provide a certain percentage
of sales dollar to be allocated for promotional
expenses. However, such an arrangement is more
considered by the manufacturers as a concession to the
local wholesalers than a genuine belief on their part
to promote the product. The wholesalers claim that
the amount allocated is too low to be significant, and
somtimes they have to contribute to the advertising
expenses. Promotions therefore is carried out in
limited scope, and for some wholesalers, they totally
ignore promotion. At times they considere the promo-
tion expenses allocated as contributions to their profit
and justify it with their own explanations.
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Protection from Damaged Goods
The wholesalers can claim compensation for
damaged goods from the manufacturers if it is obvious
that the goods is mishandled before it reaches the
wholesalers. However, in practice, the process takes too
long to clear and therefore is seldom insisted. The
serierely damaged goods is usually written off instead.
On the other hand, distributors are not protected in
this respect. The justifications is that the wholesalers
have already given a commission discount of about three
percent to them and therefore they should apply it




OF CHINESE CANNED FOOD IN H.K.
In the previous chapter, we have analysed
the various aspects of consumer buying behaviour on
certain brands of luncheon meat and chopped ham, the
general image and opinion towards these brands, the
practice of wholesalers in promoting the products.
In this chapter, we are going to identify the market-
ing problems and opportunities of Chinese canned
food in Hong Kong.
Problems of PRC Luncheon/
Chopped Ham Meat in Hong Kong
(1) The product has reached its market maturity stage.
Besides, the population of Hong Kong is not expected to grow
significantly in the future years. Thus sales of the
product may be curbed.
(2) Chinese brand products face severe competition from
western brands which offers greater profit margin to
retailers and carry out more vigorous promotion.
(3) The poorly designed paper wrapper that is attached to
Ma Ling or Greatwall brands. greatly down grade the image
of the product. Furthermore, the key opener that is
attached to the can is sometimes lost or misfit. It
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therefore cannot perform the function it is meat to--
open the can easily. Thus it can be said that the product
itself suffers deficiency in product design.
(4) As the living standard of the people has improved
over the years, they tend to prefer fresh meat and better
quality product. Indeed, some buyers of luncheon meat
have shifted to chopped ham, thus accounting partly for the
decreasing popularity of luncheon meat.
(5) Greatwall chopped ham only offers one size-for
consumers, namely the 340 gram size. Such a limita-
tion may have unfavorable impacts on sales.
(6) Damages to cans usually results from poor transportation
and handling facilities. Such problem is more serious for
Chinese brands than their western counterparts. Unfavourable
impression may be made on consumers if these cans are shown
on supermarket shelves.
Problems of Distribution Channel
of Luncheon/ Chopped Ham
The established integrated sales network
is in itself a definite plus in marketing. Both
Greatwall and Ma Ling luncheon/ chopped ham can be
easily reached in various supermarkets, stores and even
market places. While the history of the product is no
doubt a contributing factor, the efforts of the wholesalers
and distributors must also be recognised. However, the
distribution network is not without its pitfalls. Some
of them are structural weaknesses and dated back long time
ago, while some of them are recent lopeholes in the trade
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policies of PRC. We would discuss these problems as follows:
The Wholesaler System
As already mentioned in our previous discussion,
luncheon meat and chopped ham bearing the same brand name
are manufactured in different provinces in PRC. However,
the centralized wholesaling system is designed such that
wholesalers in Hong Kong are divided to represent provinces
instead of brand names. Thus, several different wholesalers
may represenmt products that have the same brand name.
Consequently, the efforts that Wholesaler A put in promoting
luncheon meat from province X may benefit Wholesaler B whose
luncheon meat is imported from province Y. It is because
the products they represent are very similar in quality and
even appearance for they have very similar paper wrapper
too. This is especially the case for Ma Ling Luncheon Meat.
For example, Ma Ling Luncheon Meat from Chekiang ( 浙 江 ）
represented by Lap Sun Trading Company while those from
An nwe 1 and Shanghai is represented上 海安 微
by Tai Fat Hong. Thus, these wholesalers are very unwilling
to promote the products under this circumstance unless the
product that they represent is manufactured in no other
provinces that has the same brand name. For example, the
case for Greatwall is different from Ma Ling. As the
brand Greatwall Chopped Ham is only manufactured in
Tientsien its wholesaler-Yuen Tai Trading天 津
Company is willing to spend approximately HK$500,000 per
year to promote the product. We would like, therefore, to
point out that the existing distribution system is
is
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detrimental to some of the Chinese-brand canned product,
and Ma Ling Luncheon/Chopped Ham is one of them.
Normally, overseas suppliers appoint local whole-
salers on the basis of merit and thus the ability and
effort of the wholesalers to promote the product in local
market is the primary consideration in awarding the sole
wholesale right to particular companies. However, the case
for Chinese brand canned food is very different. Wholesalers
are not under contractual obligation to achieve a certain
sales quota nor are they penalized on not carrying any
promotion activities on the product they represent. The
existing arrangement is such that luncheon meat or chopped
ham belonging to different brands will be represented by
a particular wholesalers as long as the products are
manufactured in the province(s) that is usually represented
by that wholesaler. Such arrangenment and understanding
is based on traditional practice rather than on contracts.
Thus the wholesalers are not willing to promote new brands
or brands at hand especially if it involves relatively
large amount of capital outlay. Furthermore, the different
brands of luncheon meat manufactured in -China are very
similar in package and even meat quality. Therefore, the
wholesaler is very reluctant to promote, for example, brand
A to compete with brand B which are carried by him at the
same time.
While the wholesalers tend to carry as much products
in his line as possible, he is also under the pressure to
carry canned products that are manufactured in the province(s
that he represents. Due to the lack of contractual obli-
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gation or enthusiasm on the part of the wholesaler, some
of the products simply sit on the shelf of the trading
company or being distributed at very few sales outlet, with
very little sales.
PRC Suliers
In principle, suggestions to the product can be
channelled to the manufacturers concerned. Being physically
away fronm the market itself, and with little direct infor-
mation on the market, it is not surprising that the
manufacturers are not too well aware of the local market
situation. Furthermore, the manufacturers are operating
in a country basically oriented towards a suppliers'
market. Promotion is often viewed as little more than
informing the potential customers of what the product is.
Sophisticated marketing techniques is still to be
recognised. Therefore, it is not difficult to understand
why PRC canned food packages are usually less attractive
for, contrary to its western counterparts, its main function
is to inform, not to induce sales. Technical skill is also
one of the major factors in influencing the design of the
paper wrapper. Sophisticated commercial design skill
orientated towards a buyers' market is not readily avail-
able. Complaints on rotten canned meat by wholesalers are
not uncommon. This is probably due to the lack of strict
canned food quality control mechanism in PRC. Manufacturers
also have problems with w3holesalers. For various reasons,
some wholesalers do not use the promotional expenses that
are allocated to them. In the mean time, the manufacturers
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have not done much to reinforce their mutual-understanding that
the allocated sum (a certain percentage of sales)be spent
on promotion. It is partly because of the traditional prac-
tice to 'respect' and 'protect' established distribution net-
work, and partly because Chinese (PRC) business corpora-
tion generally enjoys having harmonious relationship with
one another.
Wholesalers
Wholesalers-have their problems too. Recently,
the influx of parallel goods into Hong Kong has disturbed
thQ established distribution channel. As far as canned food
is concerned, luncheon meat and chopped ham are most popular
parallel goods. These goods are imported to Hong Kong
through unofficial channel, and without documentation.
Ma Ling and Greatwall are the most popular brands
imported here. The established wholesaling system is facing
greater challenges. Parallel goods brought about fluctua
tion in retail prices. These goods are usually sold at a
cheaper price than those sold through the official channels.
Parallel goods arise basically because of the newly
introduced trade policy in PRC whereby manufacturers can sell
directly to overseas buyers. Furthernmore, some of these
goods are channelled through export companies in Shumchun
and they exploit the loopholes in the Special Economic Zone
policy and make profits by authorizing quota permits for
parallel goods. In order to stand up against severe
competition against these goods, established wholesalers
have to cut prices to gain a favorable edge over them, and
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they have to lower their profit margin or even sell at a
loss. To minimize the occurance of parallel goods, certain
measures have been taken by China's Foreign Economic
Relations and Trade. Besides affirming the affected
wholesalers and other concerned parties that China.....
will not forget old friends and ......cherish the export
net and channels that have been building up over the past 30
years. Trade rules are established also. These included
(1) stipulate that seventy-five percent of foreign
currencies earned by Special Economic Zone, including
Shumchun, through the export of goods manufactured in other
parts of China, will have to return to the central government.
(2) an adjustment tax will be imposed on export goods
bought by authorities of the Special Economic Zone to
regulate the pricing mechanism and to avoid flooding the
market. (3) people who want to export selected products are
now requiered to get export licensing from the Chinese govern-
ment. Such measures were announced in April 11, 1985 by
Mr. Chen Jie, vice-Minister of Foreign Economic Relations
and Trade to China News Service. Their effectiveness was not
yet confirmed. The problem remains that, at times, even rules
formulated by the central govenment are sound theorectically,
they may not be effectively carried out by the local
authority, and thus leaving the problem unsolved.
Despite the aforesaid challenges to the wholesalers,
they can comfort themselves in other aspects. Some agents
of foreign brand canned food face severe threat from the
giant supermarkets and have lost/about to lose their sole
agency right. Supermarkets like Welcome and Park'N Shop
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have negotiated with overseas suppliers and have started to
import directly from them, bypassing the establised whole-
salers. However, such threat has not been spread to the
wholesalers of Chinese brands for the reasons that Chinese
exporters usually prefer dealing with established network,
and respect traditional business ties. This is true at least
for the time being.
Distributors. and Retailers
Basically, distributors and retailers complaint of the
low profit margin on Chinese brand luncheon/chopped ham
meat. This is especially the case for Ma Ling and Great-
wall. Furthermore, they are dissatisfied with the
frequent occurance of damaged cans, and yet not able to
claim compensation from the wholesalers unless these goods
are noticed at the delivery time when representatives from
.both sides are present.
Summary
In short, weaknesses in the established channel has
handicapped significant promotion of Chinese brand canned
food in Hong Kong. Some of these pitfalls are rooted in the
centralized trade system of PRC,established at the time when
China had little understanding of modern trade operation,
when sophisticated marketing-strategy was unknown.
Market expansion and product promotion of luncheon
meat and chopped ham require thorough analysis of the respec-
tive trade policies, suppliers, wholesalers, distributors,
and the local market itself. Indeed, there have been recog-
nition in PRC to evaluate performance based on merits. But
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how far such 'recognition' is carried out and to what
extent the new performance system is actually applied to the
lower level, such as factories, cannot be assessed at the
time being.
In the research that follows, we shall identify some
of the marketing opportunities for the product, and then
recommend changes in the distribution channel and in the
marketing mix to arrive at a more appropriate marketing stra-
tegy to promote luncheon meat and chopped ham so as to
obtain a greater level of market penetration. We shall now
proceed to identifying market opportunities of
Ma Ling and Greatwall Luncheon Meat and Chopped Ham.
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Opportunities of Luncheon Meat/
Chopped Ham in Hong Kong
Based on the research findings, opportunities of
luncheon meat and chopped ham in Hong Kong can be
summarized as follows:
(1) From our research, we find that about seventy percent
of the female interviewees are working full time, and
have no domestic helper or any other persons helping
in domestic chores. As they usually have less time than
the non-working housewives in preparing meals for the
family, we think that canned meat can be promoted as
convenience food, featuring it as a necessity of modern
life.
(2) The interviewees respond that the two products are
usually fried or steamed by itself and is served with no
other variations. Cooking variation is limited. However,
if consumers can change their cooking habit and are
provided with various recipes on the canned products, then
sales can be encouraged.
(3) As the living standard of the people improves, they
would prefer a better quality product at an acceptable
price level. Therefore, it appears that chopped ham has
a much greater market potential to expand. As long as
its price is competitive with that of luncheon meat, chopped
ham would be in a more competitive position. Indeed, our
research has shown that some of the buyers of luncheon meat
have shifted to chopped ham and become its royalers.
(4) In recent years, Hong Kong has witnessed a decrease
in the average family size. Thus canned meat of
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various sizes should be produced to suit the needs of
small and big families. To better capture the market of
small families, it is suggested that Greatwall should have
for sale smaller sizes products than the existing 340 gm.
(5) As Ma Ling and Greatwall Luncvheon/ Chopped Ham are
relatively cheaper than the other western brands, they an
spend some more efforts in developing the restaurant market
To properly exploit the above marketing oppor-
tunities require the cooperation of the authorities
concerned in PRC and also local distribution network.
In the chapter that follows, we are going to give
recommendations to the parties concerned. However, the
extent to which those suggestions to PRC suppliers can be
effectively carried out depends on such questions as to
what extent is the government willing to delegate
decision to the lower level, such as factories? What
measures does the government take to encourage sales and
profit maximization in export sales? What incentive and
support does the government provide to manufacturers to
renovate on product and design. However, China's recent
move to liberalize her economic development -e.g. emphasizes
efficient production and encourages export trade to obtain
more foreign exchange- is a very positive indication that
a more vigorous outlook on efficient and effective




Based on the identified problems and opportunities
mentioned in the previous chapter, we are now proceeding
with our recommendations to promote the different brands
of Chinese luncheon meat/ chopped ham. We shall divide
our suggestions into four parts:
(1) Suggestions to the products
(2) Suggestions to distribution channel
(3) Recommendations to Ng Fung Hong on her marketing
objectives and strategies
(4) Recommended marketing objective and strategies to
wholesalers, using Yuan Tai Trading Company as an
illustration
Suggestions to the Product
From our consumer surveys, we have noted a few
problem areas that are common to most canned luncheon meat/
chopped ham from PRC. They are mainly concerned with the
packaging and the product itself.
Package
From the two surveys, over 80% of consumers and distri-
butors perceived Chinese canned food products as having
poor package. And the customer survey indicates that the
customer will try a new brand if the package is attrac-
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tive. In face of increasing competition from the western
canned food, Chinese brand should improve the package,
one of the ways is to redesign the paper wrapper and
make it more attractive. As the printing technology of
Hong Kong is more sophisticated than that of China,
paper wrapper can be printed in Hong Kong and send back
to China for use. Another way to improve the package is
to print the label on the can instead of printing on the
paper wrapper. The method chosen should take into
consideration the availability of technology on the
part of the manufacturers, cost and expected return of
the investment.
Product size
From the survey, it is indicated that consumers of small
family size prefer small or medium size. As the number
of small size (2-3 members). family is increasing nowadays,
it is suggested that Chinese brand should provide small
size product to cope with the increasing number of
customers from the small size family.
Pricing
All the consumers interviewed feel that Chinese canned
food product is in a reasonable price range. There is a
price gap (20%) between the similar products of Chinese
brand and that of western brand. In this way, it may be
feasible for the wholesaler to negotiate with the
manufacturer to increase the wholesaling price, and to
obtain a greater profit margin. At present, wholesalers
are allowed a price mark-up of eight percent above cost.
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We suggest a price mark-up of ten percent by the whole-
salers such that the additional two percent can be used
to finance market promotion.
Image
In most cases, luncheon meat is perceived as convenience
food and spare dishes. Consumers usually do not
associate luncheon/ chopped ham with quality meals.
Actually luncheon meat/ chopped ham can be prepared with
various recipes. Therefore, it is necessary to
change the image of luncheon meat/ chopped ham to a
popular daily dish. Promotion programmes and advertising
can be made on newspaper, television and other media.
Quality
Our survey shows that people will buy quality product at
reasonable price range. Statistically, the sales volume
of luncheon meat is on the decline, and chopped ham is
on the increase. We suggest emphasising on the promotion
of chopped ham as its market has a high growth potential.
Accessories
Most luncheon meat/ chopped ham meat products provide
keys that are attached to the cans. However for some
Chinese brands, the keys are sometimes missing, and this
causes great trouble to customers to open the can.
Therefore, to enhance the sales and image of Chinese
canned food product, improvement on the design of can
opener should also be made.
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Suggestions to Distribution Channel
Problems with the distribution channels can be
summarized as follows:
(1) Brands such as Ma Ling Luncheon Meat is represented by
different wholesalers.
(2) A single wholesaler may carry different brands of
luncheon meat and chopped ham. As the products are very
similar, the wholesales are unwilling to promote two
similar, yet competing brands at the same time. It is
because of the possible consequence that sales increase in
brand A is at the expense of brand B.
(3) Little coordination between suppliers and wholesalers
to promote the products.
(4) In many cases, the wholesalers themselves are not
committed to promotion and no enforcing agent is present to
enforce the wholesalers to spend promotion funds on advertinc
or other related activities.
(5) Parallel goods flooded the market causing retail price
to fall by as much as twenty percent of the normal retail
price at the peak of the influx in 1884.
We suggest that the following measures be taken to
improve the existing situation:
(1) Similar products belonging to the same brand name shall
be handled by a single wholesaler.
(2) Wholesalers are evaluated on the basis of performance.
Those who perform poorly will be lifted of their agency right.
They are subjected to periodic review on performance.
The terms of the agency right will be spelled out in a contract
which will only be renewed and extended upon the wholesaler's
44fulfulling the terms of the contract. The contract shall
also require the wholesalers to achieve certain sales quota
and committ a certain percentage of sales or mark-up
price to promotion.
(3) Similar products of the same brand should be manufac-
tured with the same recipe in PRC, thus avoiding fluctuation
in product quality.
(4) Improve transportation method to minimize goods being
damaged during transportation.
(5) There should be control on influx of parallel goods to
protect the interests of wholesalers. Rules as mentioned
in Chaper iv should be reinforced, and closely monitored
so as to achieve their intended purpose.
(6) Wholesalers should liaise with supermarkets to shelf the
product at eye level instead being dumped at the lowest part
of the shelves.
(7) Some of the brands are noticed by the researchers as having
been out of stock for several weeks in supermarkets. The
wholesalers/distributors concerned shall check if their
delivery service is satisfactory.
Recommendations to Ng Fung Hong
Traditionally, Ng Fung Hong acts as an agent of
the China National Cereals, Oil and Foodstuff Import and
Export Corporation. It monitors the activities of the
wholesalers of Chinese food products in Hong Kong.
However, we think that Ng Fung Hong can further utilize
its facilities abd experience in Hong Kong food product
market to carry out promotional functions.
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There are various kinds of Chinese Canned food in Hong
Kong but consumers are only familiar with several famous
brands. The low public awareness of most of Chinese
canned food are largely due to limited promotion efforts.
So we recommend Ng Fung Hong put more efforts in this
aspect with the hope to arousing-public awareness of
Chinese canned food product.
There are different promotion methods that Ng
Fung Hong can do for diferent targets. For consumers,
exhibitions like Fortnight of Chinese Food Product can
be held and products can be sold at discount rate to
attract consumers. Other methods like media publicity,
free samples can also be used to promote the sales and
image of Chinese canned food. As for distributors,
product catalogues, trade shows can help them to gain
more knowledge and information on Chinese canned food.
Other method likepromotion period discount'and sales
contests can be used to encourage retail sales.
Besides promoting sales and image of canned food,
Ng Fung Hong can also carry out market research to
gather and analyse data to help manufacturers, wholesalers,
distributors and even retailers in their business opera-
tion. This can be done on projects basis or on a continuous
basis. For example, it can reflect the marketing
opportunities of Chinese canned food in Hong Kong or
South East Asia market to the manufactureers or
introduce new products-to the local market.
In the context that follows, we shall spell out
in greater details the recommended marketing objectives
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and strategies for Ng Fung Hong.
Marketing objectives
(1) To publicize the functions and promote the image of
Ng Fung Hong in order to attract more users to use its
service.
(2) To strengthen its service in market research and
trade promotion
(3) To charge a resonable service fee as revenue for
supporting its marketing activities in Hong Kong.
In order to achieve the above, we propose the
following objectives and strategies for Ng Fung Hong.
Services objective
-To provide informations to the manufacturers, and
enable them to have thorough knowledge of Hong Kong
market.
-To assist and provide service to the wholesalers with a
view to helping them to penetrate the food market in
Hong Kong.
Price objective
-To cover the operational cost and to obtain enough
fund for further development. Ng Fung Hong can charge a
service fee at a resonable level.
Promotion objective
-To make known to the public the varieties and good
quality of Chinese food product. The message should
reach at least 50 percent of the potential buyer (male or
female, 18 years old or over).
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-To promote the image of Ng Fung Hong and to induce
consumers to make use of its sevice.
Staff objective
-To make sure that the staff have sufficient knowledge
and capacity to achieve the aforesaid objectives
Distribution objective
-To provide service that could be easily reached by
interested people.
Service strategy
-To set up a inhouse research and information centre to
collect and analyse information concerning Hong Kong




exploring opportunities for new products
Research result can be sold to the manufacturers and
other interested parties in the canned food industry.
-To act as an agent to conclude business between China
and Hong Kong/overseas investors.
-To hold two exhabitions during the following years to
promote the image of Chinese canned food.
Price strategy
-To cover the operating cost and obtain a five percent
profit margin.
-For business that is concluded between PRC and
overseas/Hong Kong investors, it can charge a service




-To cooperate with the manufacturers and wholesalers to
organize exhabitions such as Chinese Food Product
Exhabition or Fortnight of Chinese Food Product in
the coming year.
- To publicize in popular newspaper and trade journals
in order to:
promote the image of Chinese food product.
promote the image of Ng Fung Hong.
intoduce the service of Ng Fung Hong to overseas
and Hong Kong investors.
Promotion letters should be publicize at least once
every two months.
Staff strategy
-To recuit calibre person for the respective position.
-To provide training to enable the person to fullfil the
coresponding position.
Distribution strategy
-To provide leaflets in related trade organizations such
as Trade Development Council, the Hong Kong General
Chamber of Commerce and other business associations such
that information can be disseminated.
-To mail catalogues directly to potential customers.
Recommendation to Wholesalers
Using Yuen Tai Trading Company as case study
Wholesalers play a very important role in the
successful distribution of a product for they control the
supply, and in the case of wholesalers for Chinese brand
luncheon meat and chopped ham, promotion activities too.
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Contrary to retailers who generally play a more passive
role in the overall marketing framework, Wholesalers should
assume a more active role. We are now going to examine the
background against which one of the long established
wholesalers, Yuen Tai Trading Company, is operating, and
suggest some marketing strategies that the company may
adopt in promoting its products.
Market Profile
The canned meat market faces severe competition from
fresh meat that is sold at market places and supermarkets.
With the increasing number of supermarkets springing up in
recent years, and the Chinese, people's preference for fresh
meat, it is increasingly difficult for canned food to compete.
Indeed, as mentioned earlier, the sales volume of Chinese
canned meat has been decreasing slowly in the past five
years. Though it is still the leader in the market, the
sales volume shrinks. In our interview with a manager of
one of the authorized wholesalers, we were told that the
canned meat market is very much saturated, and the market
has little potential for further growth.
In addition to the challenges as mentioned above,
Yuen Tai also frowned over the following that is beyond
its control:
(1) The product itself is almost given and can do
little to change it. In theory, the company is able to
channel its suggestions to-Ng Fung Hong. However, it com-
plain of the ineffectiveness of the arrangement.
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(2) Quality control is also a problem. It is almost impos-
sible to inspect the delivery by random inspection because
the imported quantity is so huge.
(3) Product package is not attractive.
(4) The product has reached the climax of its product
life cycle. Significant growth cannot be expected unless
supported by more vigorous promotion effort.
Competitor Profile
If the market of luncheon meat and chopped ham
is taken as one, Yuen Tai has captured a total of more than
forty percent of the market. However, taking the chopped
ham market alone, the company has about eighty percent of
the market share. The prospective of the company is
promising, because it can be argued that for all imported
items, one is bound to sell better than the other. In
our research, we find that Ma Ling and Greatwall luncheon/
chopped ham face emerging keen competition from other
brands such as Tilip and Plumrose.
(1) Tulip is launching advertisement in television to
position the product as of high quality, aiming to capture
the up market. It is improving its van service to the New
Territories and other localities. It aims to strengthen
its distribution channel and capture more market share.
(2) Plumrose offers great discount (about 20 percent) to
customers during promotion period.
(3) Both Tulip and Plumrose offers greater profit margin
to wholesalers and distributors.
(3) A lot.of respondents (over 70 percent) in our interviw
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say that one of the key factor influencing them to buy Ma
Ling and Greatwall luncheon/ chopped ham is that the product
suit 'Chinese' taste. Then the threat is that consumers'
taste may change over time, especially with sufficient
advertising persuation.
(4) Both Tulip and Plumrose are more attractive in package
and design.
Indeed, Tulip's market share has increased from
two percent to seven percent over the past three years.
The brand manager interviewed attributed such success to
the good quality of the product and its vigorous
promotion during this period.
Consumer profile
From our research, the following information on con-
sumer is revealed:
(1) Consumer exhibits great brand loyalty to the brand
purchased.
(2) Chopped ham is more popular than luncheon meat, and
people buy more of the former than the latter.
(3) The product sells better in summer seasons when normal
supply of food is interrupted by typhoons resulting in higher
price for fresh food.
(4) Over eighty percent of the respondents consider canned
meat as convenient food, and use it when they are too busy
to prepare their meals.
(5) Working wives with full time job but no domestic helper
consumes more units of can meat per month than non-working
housewives..
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(6) The quality of meat and taste of both luncheon meat and
chopped ham are received favorably by the consumers.
(7) Some parents (fifteen percent of the interviewees)
mentioned that had it not been for the kids (who love
luncheon meat and chopped ham), they would not have bought
the products themselves.
Product Company Profile
Yuen Tai Trading Company is the first authorized
wholesaler in Hong Kong and was established here before
the Second World War. The company has no sophisticated
organization structure, not to mention a well structured
marketing department or sales department. About 25
percent of the employees have worked for the company for
over'ten years. Sales are presently concluded rather
passively, i.e., the store or other distributors call to
place order with the company. Yuen Tai does have
salemen. However, their main functions are for order
follow up and other miscellaneous sales duties.
The company carries a variety of products
including chocolates, wine, bear, other canned food and
bre wery. It likes to have as many products on its line as
possible, the reason being that once it takes on a new
product, no other company can have the agency right.
However, the company only promote such products that are
（ 天 津 ）manufactured and exported through Tientsin and
that the product's brand name is taken up by no other
manufacturers or exporters in PRC. The rational is a
simple and. straight one. It does not want to promote a
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product with the consequent benefit going to some
other's pockets. However, even when such criterion is
fullfilled, the company does not wish to launch large
scale promotion campaign. They complain that the budget
is very much limited (The manufacturer allows a certain
sum of money for advertising, and the wholeslaers,
including Yuen Tai, usually complains that the amount
is insufficient for significant advertising campaign).
Market Segmentation
As a food product, and ready cooked, the markets
of can chopped ham and luncheon meat could be those of
the following.
(1) Restaurants, especially western style restaurants,
cafe, fast food store, canteen, etc.
(2) Domestic use.
Target Market
(1) Restaurants- the owner, and the cook of the
restaurants should be approached.
(2) Domestic- housewives with no domestic helpers




The marketing objectives of the company may be
summarised as follows:
(1) Increase market penetration so that greater sales
volume can be achieved. This can be achieved by
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increasing individual consumption and increasing the
number of purchasers. Emphasis should be placed with
chopped ham.
(2) Increase the market share of luncheon meat and to
maintain at least the current market share of chopped
ham. (At the time being, Greatwall occupies approximately
80% of the chopped ham market)
In order to achieve the above objectives, we set
out the product objectives, price objectives, promotion
objectives, sales force, objectives and distribution
objectives, each of which would help to achieve the
overall marketing objective. We would examine them one
by one.
Promotion objective
Going hand in hand with the company's objective to
increase the overall sales volume, it should promote the
brand name Greatwall and its line of quality products,
stressing, however, in particular luncheon meat and
chopped ham. The objectives are as follows:
(a) To promote public perceived image that the
products in question are quality products made from
quality pork and other ingedients.
(b) To promote the product as excellent
convenience food to be mixed with other food to form
quality dish, or simply from a delicious dish of its
own.
(c) To promote the brand name of Greatwall,
Product objective
The product itself is delievered from Tientsir
( 天 津 ）
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PRC to the company in Hong Kong. Thus, it is not very
likely that the company can improve or modify the
products directly. However, suggestions could be made to
the manufacturers regarding the following:
(a) To have certain amount of smaller size canned
meat. Right now, the sizes available for Greatwall
luncheon meat and chopped ham is 340gm. and 397gm. It
is suggested that the manufacturers should produce
smaller cans of about 200gm. which will be more suitable
for small size families. These families are part of our
target market, especially, the newly married couples, or
those with just one child.
(b) Furthermore, the dull looking pig appearing on the
can paper label seems pretty fat, and therfore has
scared away some potential customers who think that a
lot of -condensed fat may ibe inside the can as as
frequently the case for other canned meat.
(c) The key that is attached to the can for opening
purpose receives the most of the complaint as far as
package is conerned. Consumers often find that the key
is so badly made that somtimes it fails to serve the
function it is meant to.
Price objective
Price survey of the following brands shows that Chinese
brands are usually cheaper than that of their western
counterparts. (The price of Tulip and Plumrose is g nerally.
220% higher than that of Ma Ling and Greatwall)
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In our research, the respondents are of the opinion that
Greatwall luncheon meat and chopped ham are reasonably
priced. It is therefore suggested that the retail price
of them should remain stable. Great care must be
exercised for major increases in price because the price
elasticity of the product is of great importance in such
decision.
Distribution objective
Sound and efficient distribution of goods to retailers
and distributors is of paramont importance to secure
product sales at various distribution channel.
At present, most of the sales are made over the telephone.
Distributors or large retailers call up Yuen Tai for
delivery of canned products. Thus the salemen are order
takers. Their main duties are to follow up sales orders
and make sure that orders are delivered. However, the
researchers were told by some retailers, eg. Park'N
Shop, that delieveries are not usually on time and they
have not been very satisfied with it. We therefore
suggest that delivery of goods be speeded up to avoid
goods being out of stock for a long time at supermarket
shelf.
Salesmen Objective
A more vigorous team should be set up in the company to
act as order-makers'instead of order-takers. A sales
target should be set up to properly measure the perfor-
mance of the salemen. However, the target should be
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realistic and duely spelt out in a review period of
six months.
Promotion strategy
The strategies used here include:
(a) Sponsor cookery competition in which luncheon
meat and chopped ham will be used.
(b) Provide certain cooking recipe to be distri-
buted at supermarkets or sold at cost price to stimulate
the interest of existing or potential customers to
purchase the products.
(c) Launch creative advertising campaign aiming
at positioning the products as a high quality, reasonably
priced can meat. The television commercials should carry
the following messages:
foodstuff consumed by well-to-do family
appealing to the working women as convenience food
as a necessary of modern life
a variety of dishes can be made by using
luncheon meat and chopped ham.
(d) Printed advertisement in lady magazine and
newspaper such as Oriental Daily or Ming Pao.
Product objective
To accomplish the above objective, and to help position
the product as a high quality product, the company
should reflect to the manufacturers the actual situation
in Hong Kong, and the opinion of the consumers. To
properly carry out the suggestions would probably incur
additional cost to the manufacturers. However, they
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should be explained that in the long run, such
improvement could only put the products in a more
cometitive position with its competitors. To better
motivate them to comply, Yuen Tai may consider
assistanting the manufacturers to have the paper wrapper
printed in Hong Kong which is cheaper for general
printing services. The printed label can then be shipped
back to China for pasting onto the can surface. If such
arrangement can be reached, the wholesaler can also
monitor the design of the label, if the manufacturer
should agree to change the design.
As the central government is delegating some of its
powers to the factories in PRC, and that these
factories have greater say in running their business, it
is not impossible to perceive the wisdom of enhencing
competition within reasonable budgets.
Reaearch has also shown that, for example, consumers
tend to associate the pig printed on the paper wrap with
the chopped ham produced in PRC. Thus in order to keep
these customers, we can still keep the pig as a symbol
of the product. However, changes concerning the package
are suggested as follows:
(a) The pig appearing on the paper wrapper should
be cute, animate, gay, and goodlooking, characterizing the
vigor of modern life.
(b) The label should contain the picture of a
delicious-looking dish prepared with the meat, and next
to it is a recipe for it.
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A variety of about 20 different recipe should
be printed on the paper wrapper of the cans that are in
sales in the sales outlets.
(d) A professionally designed paper wrap is
necessary.
(e) Paper wrapper is vulnerable to damage.
However, printing design on can surface is usually much
more experience. Thus, it may be advisable for the time
being for the company to use improved paper wraper
instead.
Price strategy
Right now, the wholesaling price to distributors is
basically determined by the supply price of the product.
It is also closely monitored by Ng Fung Hong on
consultation with the wholesalers, and is usually set
at imported price plus eight percent mark-up. Given the
same quality, all luncheon meat has a unitary price.
As the price of the product is set in a cartel by the
wholesalers, it is very difficult for Yuen Tai to change
its wholesale price individually. However, we suggest
that the company should negotiate with the suppliers to
increase the percentage of funds allocated to promotion.
Yuen Tai can discuss its situation with the manufacturers
and Ng Fund Hong to obtain their understanding on the
issue to secure a better possibility that the suggestion
can be approved.
Distribution strategy
Deliveries to distributors or retailers are made by on
certain days of the weeks based on territories/ geographic
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locations.
Thus once a delivery day is missed, the distributors/
retailers have to wait for another delivery cycle. To
improve the existing distribution network, we suggest
that:
(a) Efficient sales coordination be done by a
sales coordinator, e.g. an improved record nrr9Ar
(b) To effectively monitor the deliverymen to
make sure that tardiness may be minimized. It could be
carried out by closer supervision and understanding of
their work.
Salesforce strategies
(a) Salesmen are to be trained as order maker and
not order taker. They should explore more sales outlets such
as the newly open stores and supermarkets.
(b) Going hand in hand with the promotion effort
of the company, salesmen should be required to collect
information from distributors and retailers, and even





To successfully market a product, all parties in
the distribution network, including the suppliers,
wholesalers and distributors/retailers, have to work
together to meet the needs of consumers. Each of them
has a distinct role to play and yet their function are
closely knited together to give it strength and magni-
tude. Failure in any parts of the network will surely
frustrate the marketing objectives of its members. In
our study of PRC canned market in Hong Kong, we find
that the distribution network is somehow dislodged.
Suppliers' are producing in a country dominated by a
suppliers market, and have little indepth understanding
of the overseas consumer market that they are selling.
On the other hand, wholesalers are selling a foreign
product that they could have little suggestions to
make. Such an alienation renders the product less
adaptive and flexible to the changing needs of consumers
in a demand oriented society.
In those days when PRC and Hong Kong were opera-
ting under very different socail philosophy. It is not
suprising that very little comunication took place
between the wholesalers on the one hand and consumers on
the other. However, we feel that as China continues to
liberlize her economic development, more dialogue will
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be possible between them. As they have better understanding
of the situation that their trading parties are in, they
could enter into a more supporting relationship with one
and other. Thus the product would have better chance to
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